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ABSTRACT  
Earlier research on gender effects with software features 
intended to help problem-solvers in end-user debugging 
environments has shown that females are less likely to use 
unfamiliar software features. This poses a serious problem 
because these features may be key to helping them with 
debugging problems. Contrasting this with research 
documenting males’ inclination for tinkering in unfamiliar 
environments, the question arises as to whether encouraging 
tinkering with new features would help females overcome 
the factors, such as low self-efficacy, that led to the earlier 
results. In this paper, we present an experiment with males 
and females in an end-user debugging setting, and 
investigate how tinkering behavior impacts several 
measures of their debugging success. Our results show that 
the factors of tinkering, reflection, and self-efficacy, can 
combine in multiple ways to impact debugging 
effectiveness differently for males than for females.  
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INTRODUCTION  
In educational settings, tinkering, or playful 
experimentation, is often encouraged because of its 
expected educational benefits [19]. In our research into how 
to support end users who perform programming-like tasks, 
such as creating and debugging spreadsheet formulas, we 
began to suspect that tinkering may be a critical factor. For 
example, tinkering may yield positive benefits by making 
the user feel in control of the system. Also, users may 
incidentally gain knowledge of the system through 
tinkering, such as about what features are available, how to 
invoke them, and what kind of feedback is available after 
actions. 

However, education literature reports that tinkering is a 
strategy more often adopted by males than females [10, 16, 
23], possibly leaving females without the advantages that 
can be gained from this strategy. If these same gender-
related findings apply to the end-user debugging domain 
(e.g., [2, 6, 13, 24]), they may interact with other factors 
e.g., self-efficacy.  

In a previous experiment, we found that females had lower 
self-efficacy, expressed as confidence in their ability to 
debug spreadsheets. They also showed lower acceptance of 
new features that assist in correcting spreadsheet errors [3]. 
These differences are troubling, because use of the new 
features was a significant predictor of debugging success.  

In order to investigate whether gender, tinkering, and self-
efficacy interact to predict effective use and understanding 
in end-user debugging, we conducted an empirical 
investigation using two end-user debugging environments. 
One of the environments was optimized for low cost in 
terms of user effort and the other optimized for high user 
support in terms of both the features and explanations 
available to the users. Our overall research question for this 
investigation was: How do gender, tinkering, self-efficacy, 
and effectiveness interact in end-user debugging? 

BACKGROUND  
Research over two decades indicates that a playful approach 
to learning increases motivation to learn and the 
corresponding ability to perform tasks effectively [17, 26]. 
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Similarly, learning can be enhanced through arousing 
curiosity, by providing change, complexity, or attention-
attracting features that motivate exploration of an 
environment [14, 15, 28]. Tinkering and curiosity are 
related because tinkering, as an informal, unguided 
exploration initiated by features visible in the environment, 
is one way to satisfy one’s curiosity.  

Curiosity-based exploration is a familiar phenomenon in 
science and technology education. Research emphasizes the 
potential value of open-ended exploration in learning [19]. 
Other educational research has identified gender differences 
in exploratory behaviors. Among primary school students, 
studies in mathematics, geography, and gaming indicate 
that boys tend to tinker and to use tools in exploratory, 
innovative ways. Girls are less likely to tinker, preferring to 
follow instructions step-by-step [10, 16, 23]. Similar 
tinkering findings are also true of males majoring in 
computer science [8, 21], but not of the female computer 
science majors. The consistency of these reports led us to 
believe that the propensity to tinker might play an important 
role in end-user debugging effectiveness.  

To investigate whether there were any indications of 
tinkering in our environment, we began with a qualitative 
follow-up analysis of data from our previous study [3]. A 
clear pattern was found in the use of a debugging feature. In 
the environment, users were able to place an X-mark in a 
cell if they thought that the value might be wrong, and we 
noticed some participants placing an X-mark and then 
removing it again before taking any other action. 
Occasionally this corrected a slip, but usually there was no 
obvious goal-oriented explanation for placing and removing 
the X-mark. Having discovered this seemingly non-goal-
oriented behavior, we further observed that the participants 
who did this tinkering were consistently males. A 
quantitative analysis of these data confirmed that males did 
significantly more X-mark tinkering than females.  

Given this evidence of tinkering behaviors in our previous 
study’s data, along with that study’s results tying low self-
efficacy in females to their lack of acceptance of important 
debugging features, we began to wonder whether there is a 
tie between tinkering and self-efficacy in the sort of 
problem-solving software environment used by end-user 
programmers. Bandura [1] defines self-efficacy as a task-
specific assessment of one’s belief in their own ability to 
accomplish a particular task. Self-efficacy is important to 
learning and effective performance because an individual 
with high self-efficacy will be more willing to take on hard 
tasks, expend significant effort, develop coping strategies, 
and persist in the face of obstacles [1]. Numerous studies 
show that high self-efficacy before carrying out a task is 
predictive of effective task performance, e.g. [1]. Our own 
research has shown that in the domain of end-user 
debugging, self-efficacy is a key predictor of females’ 
effectiveness: females have lower self-efficacy than males 
and their lower self-efficacy is related to less effective 
performance.  

The combined evidence on both tinkering and self-efficacy 
in our own research and in the literature, led to the 
empirical study we report in this paper, investigating the 
effect of tinkering and its relationship to gender, self-
efficacy and debugging effectiveness.  

EXPERIMENT  
Our experiment was designed to consider the effects of two 
treatments, Low-Cost and High-Support, on males’ and 
females’ tinkering, self-efficacy, and debugging in a 
spreadsheet environment. In the Low-Cost treatment, 
tinkering was easy to do, since the cost in terms of user 
action was low. The High-Support treatment, as first 
suggested in [4], was designed to provide greater support 
for the debugging features, but had the side effect of 
increased tinkering cost.  

The underlying spreadsheet environment for the two 
treatments was the same; this is presented first, followed by 
the specific interaction devices for each treatment. 

Environment  
The debugging features that were present in this experiment 
are part of WYSIWYT (“What You See Is What You 
Test”). WYSIWYT is a collection of testing and debugging 
features that allow users to incrementally “check off” or “X 
out” values that are correct or incorrect, respectively [6]. In 
addition, arrows that allow users to see the dataflow 
relationships between cells also reflect WYSIWYT 
“testedness” status at a finer level of detail.  

Using WYSIWYT, once a user makes a decision about a 
cell’s value the system provides visual feedback reflecting 
the updated “testedness” status. For example, if a user 
places a checkmark (√) – as can be seen in Figure 1 on the 
Exam_Avg cell – the system updates the progress bar at the 
top of the spreadsheet, the cell border colors, and the color 
of any visible dataflow arrow(s) to reflect the new 
testedness. Untested elements are colored red (light gray in 
this paper), partially tested elements are a shade of purple 
(intermediate shades of gray), and fully tested elements are 
blue (black). The optional dataflow arrows (seen in Figure 
2) are colored to reflect testedness of specific relationships 
between cells and sub-expressions. 

Feedback of the kind seen on the interior of some cells in 
Figure 2 is provided when a user decides a cell’s value is 
wrong and places an X-mark (cell Course_Avg in Figure 2) 

 

Figure 1. An example of WYSIWYT. 



instead of a checkmark. Behind the scenes, X-marks trigger 
fault likelihood calculations, which cause cells suspected of 
containing faults to be highlighted in shades along a 
yellow-orange continuum (shades of gray in this paper), 
with darker orange shades given to cells with increased 
fault likelihood [6]. 

Each of these features is supported through the mechanisms 
of the Surprise-Explain-Reward strategy. This strategy 
relies on a user’s curiosity about features in the 
environment. The user can then seek out explanations 
(Figure 2) of the features via tool tips [28]. The aim of the 
strategy is that, if the user follows up as advised in the 
explanation, rewards will ensue [20].  

Two Treatments 
The Low-Cost and High-Support treatments varied in three 
ways: WYSIWYT input devices, explanation content and 
interaction, and the number of task-supporting features 
available within the environment.  

Low-Cost  
In the Low-Cost treatment, WYSIWYT interaction required 
one click for placing or removing a testing decision (left-
click for checkmark, right-click for X-mark). Explanations, 
provided through tool tips, were as short as possible, to 
keep their reading cost low [28].  

High-Support 
The aim of the High-Support treatment was two-fold, first 
to encourage low self-efficacy users to take advantage of 
the features that can help users debug, and secondly to 
provide an environment in which learning was supported 
through fuller explanation content. A side effect of the 
additions was a higher user-action cost, requiring more 

clicks, reading, and choice of features to use. This higher 
cost applied to tinkering as well as to other actions. 

In the High-Support treatment, along with the checkmark 
meaning that a value is correct and X-mark meaning that it 
is incorrect, the users also could make decisions for values 
that “seem right maybe,” or “seem wrong maybe.” The 
purpose of this mechanism was to encourage low self-
efficacy users by reassuring them that confident decisions 
were not a prerequisite in using the devices. The colors 
reflecting these more tentative “seems” decisions were the 
same hues but less saturated than those of the other 
decisions [4]. The system’s inferences about which cells 
were tested or faulty was the same as for the Low-Cost 
treatment, but the system also propagated the amount of 
tentativeness, allowing the user to discern which statuses 
were based on the “seems” decisions. The input device 
required a user first to click on the “?” in the decision box 
(see Figure 2), which brings up the four choices shown in 
Figure 3, and then to click on their choice. (In contrast, 
recall that placing a checkmark or X-mark in the Low-Cost 
treatment required only one click.)  

In addition, the explanations were expanded to support 
users who wanted more guidance than the explanations 
given in the Low-Cost treatment. The mechanism was as 

 

Figure 2. The user notices an incorrect value in Course_Avg—the value is obviously too low—and places an X-mark in the cell. 
As a result of this X and the checkmark in Exam_Avg, eight cells are highlighted as being possible sources of the incorrect value, 

with some deemed more likely than others. 

 

Figure 3. Clicking on the decision box turns it into the four 
choices. Each choice has a tool tip, starting with the left-most 
X these are “it’s wrong,” “seems wrong maybe,” “seems right 

maybe,” “it’s right.”  



 

follows. In addition to the tool tip content of the Low-Cost 
treatment, additional information was available via a “Tips” 
expander (Figure 4), which could be expanded and 
dismissed on user demand. The expanded “Tips” included 
further information on why the object was in its current 
state and possible actions to take next. Once expanded, the 
tip would stay visible until the user dismissed it, supporting 
non-linear problem solving and requiring less memorization 
by the user. 

The “Help Me Test” feature [28] was provided to the High-
Support group (but not to the Low-Cost group) to help users 
overcome difficulties in finding additional test cases. 
Sometimes it can be difficult to find test values that will 
cover the untested logic in a collection of related formulas, 
and Help Me Test tries to find inputs that will lead to 
coverage of untested logic in the spreadsheet, about which 
users can then make testing decisions. Help Me Test is not 
automated testing but rather scaffolding: it provides new 
test inputs, but does not make decisions about the outputs 
that result, so does not actually “test” the spreadsheet. 

Procedures  
The participants were randomly divided into two groups: a 
group of 37 participants (20 males and 17 females) received 
the Low-Cost treatment, and a group of 39 participants (16 
males and 23 females) received the High-Support treatment. 
We recruited participants from the university and 
community; we required all participants to have some 
spreadsheet experience, but only limited programming 
experience. Statistical tests on questionnaire data showed 
no significant differences between the groups in grade point 
average, spreadsheet experience, or programming 
experience.  

A pre-experiment questionnaire collected participant 
background data and also contained 10 self-efficacy 
questions based on Compeau and Higgins’ validated scale 
[7]. This pre-self-efficacy questionnaire was modified with 
task-specific end-user debugging questions (on a five-point 
Likert scale) such as “I could find and fix errors if there was 
no one around to tell me what to do as I go.”  

We administered a 35-minute “hands-on” tutorial to 
familiarize participants with their treatment. The 
participants were then given two tasks. We captured their 

actions in electronic transcripts, as well as their final 
spreadsheets.  

At the conclusion of each task, we administered 
questionnaires which included questions regarding how 
users perceived their performance on that task. The final 
questionnaire included a follow-up post-self-efficacy 
questionnaire identical to the pre-self-efficacy 
questionnaire, as well as questions assessing participants’ 
comprehension of the X-mark feature and their attitudes 
toward the features they had used. Taking two measures of 
self-efficacy (one prior to the experiment and another 
following the final task) is valuable information because 
according to self-efficacy theory people working in a new 
and unfamiliar environment have malleable self-efficacy 
much of which is based on their  first experiences, and in 
particular early perceived failures can have especially 
pronounced effects on self-efficacy. 

Tutorial  
In the tutorial, participants performed actions on their own 
machines with guidance at each step. Although the Low-
Cost and the High-Support tutorials both described the 
checkmark feature (including its associated testedness-
colored arrows feature), neither tutorial included any 
debugging or testing strategy instruction. Furthermore, 
neither tutorial explained the X-mark feature beyond 
showing that it was possible to place X-marks (with time to 
explore any aspects of the feedback – through explanations 
– that they found interesting). At the end of the tutorial, we 
gave both groups time to explore the features they had just 
learned by working on the tutorial spreadsheet debugging 
task. 

The High-Support tutorial explained the additional features 
of the treatment, allowing ample time to explore the choices 
in check and X-marks (Figure 3), the Help Me Test feature, 
and the expanded tool tips. To compensate for the extra 
time it took to explain the additional features in the High-
Support treatment, the Low-Cost group had several extra 
minutes at the end of the tutorial to explore and/or work 
further with tutorial spreadsheet debugging task. 

Half of the tutorial sessions were presented by a male and 
half by a female, balanced so that 50% of participants were 
instructed by a same-gender instructor and 50% by the 
opposite gender [27]. 

Tasks  
We asked participants to test two spreadsheets, 
Gradebook (Figure 2) and Payroll (screenshot 
available in [3]). We replicated the spreadsheets and the 
seeded faults of [3]. (The spreadsheets were originally 
derived from real end-user spreadsheets and seeded with 
faults from end users. Each spreadsheet contained five 
faults representative of the fault categories in Panko’s 
classification system [18].)  

 

Figure 4. From the non-expanded tool tip (the first line) a user 
can click on the Tips expander to get the rest of the tool tip – 

which remains on the screen until dismissed. 



Participants had time limits of 22 and 35 minutes for 
Gradebook and Payroll respectively. These simulated 
the sort of time constraints that often govern real world 
computing tasks and prevented potential confounds, such as 
participants spending too much time on the first task or not 
enough time on the second task, participants leaving early, 
and so on. The use of two spreadsheets reduced the chance 
of the results being due to any one spreadsheet’s particular 
characteristics. The experiment was counterbalanced with 
respect to task order in order to distribute learning effects 
evenly. The participants were instructed, “Test the … 
spreadsheet to see if it works correctly and correct any 
errors you find.” 

RESULTS  
We have already pointed out that ties have been found 
between tinkering and educational goals, and within that 
context tinkering seems to be a male characteristic. 
However, in the domain of end-user debugging, the goal is 
not education per se, but rather productivity or effectiveness 
in fixing the bugs. Still, educating oneself about features 
that seem useful to the task could be a necessary subgoal.  

Thus, we consider whether there were gender differences in 
tinkering as a way to master new features, and how such 
differences might tie to debugging effectiveness.  

Tinkering by Gender: How Much  
Our measures were tinkering frequency, tinkering episodes, 
and tinkering rate within episodes (a measure of 
commitment to tinkering within an episode). We 
operationally define a tinkering instance as turning a feature 
“on” immediately followed by turning the feature “off,” 
such as placing a checkmark or turning on an arrow and 
then removing it as the next action. Although a tinkering 
instance is simple to perform in this environment, the 
complex feedback users receive when tinkering is where the 
constructive experience begins to occur: through users’ 
tinkering actions they can construct concrete, visual paths 
backwards (“breadcrumbs” of where they’ve been) and 
forwards (where they need to go to achieve 100% 
testedness). Tinkering frequency is simply a count of the 
number of tinkering instances. A tinkering episode is 
defined to be a sequence of one or more tinkering instances, 

terminated by a cell edit or the end of the task. The episode 
count for each participant serves as a measure of consistent 
use of tinkering. Finally, tinkering rate, computed as 
tinkering frequency per episode, measures “vestedness” in 
tinkering within an episode: once a participant starts to 
tinker, how committed does he or she stay to tinkering 
before moving on (indicated by editing a cell)?  

Our expectations, given previous literature, were that males 
would make greater use of tinkering than females by all of 
these measures, regardless of treatment. 

Our expectations were wrong. The analysis of the tinkering 
frequency measure (illustrated in Figure 5) revealed that the 
Low-Cost males stood apart from the others. A 2 (gender) 
by 2 (treatment) ANOVA revealed a significant main effect 
of treatment (p<0.01, F[1,72]=7.15) and a significant 
interaction effect (p<0.05, F[1,72]=4.42), although the main 
effect of gender alone fell short of significance at the .05 
level (p<0.10, F[1,72]=2.82). Thus, the treatment affected 
the genders differently. In particular, treatment made almost 
no difference for the amount of tinkering females did. 
However, for males a follow-up analysis (using the Tukey 
method) revealed a significant effect of treatment (p<0.05) 
on their tinkering frequency. 

Table 1 shows the means of each gender for all three of our 
tinkering measures (for completeness each of the measures 
is reported in this table, however, discussion of tinkering 
rate is in later sections). On the tinkering consistency 
measure (number of episodes) ANOVA analysis still 
showed a significant effect of treatment (p<0.01, 
F[1,72]=9.64), but did not approach significance for gender 
or for gender x treatment. Thus, as the episodes rows in 
Table 1 show, the High-Support group had less consistent 
emphasis on tinkering as a problem-solving device.  

Discussion: 
Even though males and females had equal tinkering 
opportunities, these results show trends towards opposite 
effects of treatment on gender in the Low-Cost treatment. In 
particular, we found a surprisingly large effect of treatment 
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Figure 5. This interaction plot of 4 means depicts the 
gender x treatment interaction in tinkering frequency.  

 Low-
Cost 

High-
Support 

p-value 

Frequency   
 Males 27.3 10.1 
 Females 13.7 11.7 

[ 
 

Gender: <0.10 
Treatment: <0.05 
Interaction: <0.05 

Episodes   
 Males 9.5 5.1 
 Females 7.9 6.0 

[ 
 

Gender: 0.769 
Treatment: <0.05 
Interaction: 0.230 

Rate   
 Males 2.6 1.8 
 Females 1.7 1.9 

[ 
 

Gender: 0.142 
Treatment: 0.251 
Interaction: <0.10 

Table 1. Means of tinkering measures. Results for each 
measure are shown as a group at the right, with significant 

results (<0.05) bold faced, marginally significant results 
(between 0.05 and 0.10) in regular font, and insignificant 

results in grey font.  



 

on males’ tinkering, which we will consider further in later 
sections. We now turn our attention to whether tinkering 
actually helped either gender in their debugging efforts. 

Does Tinkering Matter to Effectiveness?  
In educational settings exploration has been encouraged for 
improved performance [19]. Although the education setting 
is different from the domain of end-user debugging, our 
expectations were that high-tinkering males would be more 
effective than the others since their tinkering is higher than 
the other participants.  

To investigate this possibility, we used the following 
dependent measures. The first was bugs fixed, because 
fixing bugs was an explicit goal assigned to the participants. 
The second was percent testedness of the spreadsheet (as 
seen at the top of Figure 1), since in previous experiments 
this has been significantly tied with success in debugging 
[3, 6]. This relationship of percent testedness to bugs fixed 
was found again in this experiment for both genders (linear 
regression, males: p<0.01, F[1,34]=27.16, R2=0.44; 
females: p<0.01, F[1,38]=10.51, R2=0.22). The third was 
the participants’ understanding of the debugging feature (X-
mark) as measured in the post-session questionnaire.  

A 2 (gender) by 2 (treatment) ANOVA showed no signifi-
cant differences of the outcomes of these measures by 
gender, treatment, or gender x treatment, as Table 2 
suggests. However, there were surprising gender 
differences in the ways tinkering predicted these results. 

Figure 6 summarizes the differences in the way tinkering 
related to effectiveness for the males versus the females. As 
it shows, males’ and females’ tinkering affected their 
debugging effectiveness, but in essentially opposite ways. 
Females’ tinkering was a significant predictor of their final 
percent testedness (linear regression, episodes: p<0.05, 
F[1,38]=4.63, R2=0.11). Recall from above that final 
percent testedness was in turn highly predictive bugs fixed. 
(That is, tinkering did not directly predict bugs fixed; rather 
testedness was a mediating factor for the relationship.) 

For the males, however, no measure of tinkering was 
predictive of their percent testedness. Thus no mediated 
relationship to bugs fixed existed and, in fact, tinkering rate 
was found to be a negative predictor of bugs fixed (linear 
regression, p<0.01, F[1,34]=8.04, R2=0.19).  

Discussion: 
Although there is previous research, including our own, 
showing that software environments are often designed in 
ways better aligned with males’ need rather than females’ 
needs [3, 9], in the realm of tinkering, this section’s results 
point to a disadvantage for the males. In particular, in 
contrast to our expectations, tinkering was tied to negative 
outcomes for the males. The females, however, had positive 
outcomes tied with tinkering. 

Tinkering for females showed similar benefits to 
understanding as it did for effectiveness: Their tinkering 
significantly predicted their understanding (linear 
regression, frequency: p<0.05, F[1,38]=4.56, R2=0.11; 
episodes: p<0.05, F[1,38]=4.44, R2=0.10). For the males no 
measure of tinkering was predictive of their understanding.  

Tinkering and Self-Efficacy  
As referred to earlier, in our previous work we established 
pre-self-efficacy as an important factor in female end-users’ 
debugging. The current study was motivated by that work, 
and has confirmed some of the results we found then (see 
Table 3). With respect to tinkering and pre-self-efficacy, we 
expected that increased tinkering would increase females' 
post-self-efficacy. We also expected the set of features in 
the High-Support treatment would increase females’ post-
self-efficacy; however, adding additional features carries 
the risk of reducing self-efficacy—even if the features 
provide more support—by making the environment more 
complex.  

  Low-Cost High-Support 
Bugs fixed   
 Males 5.9 6.5 
 Females 6.3 5.3 
% testedness   
 Males 61.9 63.2 
 Females 67.9 65.3 
Understanding   
 Males 6.8 7.7 
 Females 8.1 7.1 

Table 2. Means of effectiveness measures.  

 

Figure 6. Left: females, Right: males. Direction of stylized 
arrows depicts increase/decrease in a measure, and shaded 

arrows show significance of the regression relationships 
between measures.  

 p-value F [1,74] R2 

Previous experience → SE <0.05 4.46 0.06 
SE → % testedness <0.01 7.10 0.09 
SE → Understanding <0.01 11.38 0.13 

Table 3. Self-efficacy (SE) results of current experiment 
replicated those from [3]. Previous experience was predictive 
of pre-self-efficacy, and pre-self-efficacy was predictive of the 

two other factors.  



In fact, we found a dramatic fall in post-self-efficacy for 
females using the High-Support treatment (Figure 7). Most 
groups had little to no difference in their self-efficacy 
change between pre-self-efficacy and post-self-efficacy. 
However, the High-Support females’ self-efficacy dropped 
significantly over the course of the study (paired t-test, 
p<0.01, DF=22, t=3.19). 

The relationships between tinkering and post-self-efficacy 
were also surprising. For High-Support females, the rate of 
tinkering per episode was predictive of the drop in self-
efficacy reported above (linear regression, p<0.05, 
F[1,21]=6.32, R2=0.23). Also, we found suggestive 
evidence linking increased tinkering frequency to increased 
post-self-efficacy for the females in the Low-Cost condition 
(linear regression, p<0.10, F[1,15]=3.51, R2=0.19). Males, 
however, did not exhibit any significant relationships 
between their tinkering and post-self-efficacy. 

Discussion: 
What conclusions can be drawn from the extreme drop in 
self-efficacy by High-Support females and the relationships 
between tinkering and post-self-efficacy? One possible 
conclusion is that the High-Support females did not 
perceive tinkering as helpful for understanding how their 
debugging environment worked. Therefore, the more they 
tinkered, the more they reinforced their perception of their 
inability to understand what was happening in the 
environment. This relates to a finding in our previous 
experiment [3], in which females believed more than males 
that it would take them too long to learn the X-mark 
feature—even though in actuality they understood it as well 
as the males.  

Taken in combination with our current tinkering 
effectiveness results, it appears that the tinkering issue for 
females is complex. Females were better than the males at 
consistently extracting problem-solving benefits from 
tinkering, but were worse than the males at maintaining 
their self-efficacy levels.  

TINKERING CONSIDERED HARMFUL? 
Recall that male tinkering was highly dependent upon the 
treatment, with the males in the Low-Cost group being 

significantly higher tinkerers than the others. A closer look 
at the understanding scores among the Low-Cost males 
revealed that their understanding scores tended to be quite 
extreme: either nearly perfect or extremely low. To shed 
light on potential factors that may explain these results, we 
consider types of tinkering and also tinkering’s relationship 
to reflection. 

Tinkering: Exploratory and Repeated  
First we consider two types of tinkering, which may help 
explain why males’ tinkering was not effective, at least 
from a statistical standpoint, whereas females’ tinkering 
was effective.  

For example, one of the Low-Cost males was observed 
turning on a feature, then immediately turning off that 
feature, and then again turning the same feature on and off 
again, all actions occurring on the same cell. This 
participant’s understanding score was very low (5.5 out of a 
possible 12) and he did not fix any of the 10 bugs, 
suggesting that this type of tinkering was not particularly 
useful to him. 

To investigate whether different types of tinkering might 
have opposing effects—some increasing debugging 
effectiveness and some interfering with it—we partitioned 
the tinkering behaviors into two subsets: exploratory 
tinkering and repeated tinkering. Repeated tinkering 
instances are the number of tinkering instances in a 
sequence of two or more consecutive tinkering instances on 
the same feature and the same cell, as with the Low-Cost 
male above. For example, turning the arrows for a cell on 
and then immediately back off again three times in a row is 
three repeated tinkering instances. Hence, the repetitions 
can only repeat information already revealed by the 
previous tinkering instances. Exploratory tinkering 
instances, which we define as the difference between total 
tinkering instances and repeated tinkering instances, 
potentially can impart new information.  

Oddly, the males’ exploratory tinkering was not statistically 
predictive of understanding or of any of the effectiveness 
measures. In contrast to this, an increase in female 
exploratory tinkering (which accounted for 91% of their 
overall tinkering) was a significant predictor of increased 
understanding (linear regression, p<0.05, F[1,38]=4.61, 
R2=0.11). 

Interestingly, as Figure 8 shows, repeated tinkering 
instances accounted for a significantly greater proportion of 
the Low-Cost males’ repeated tinkering than any other 
group, with a significant effect of interaction between 
gender and treatment (ANOVA, p<0.05, F[1,72]=5.82). In 
fact, nearly 17% of the Low-Cost males’ tinkering instances 
were of this type, almost twice as many as the next highest 
group.  
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Figure 7. The change from pre-self-efficacy to post-self-
efficacy. The High-Support females’ drop was significant. 



 

Repeated tinkering, which was done predominantly by the 
Low-Cost males, had a significant negative relationship to 
understanding (linear regression, p<0.05, F[1,18]=6.0, 
R2=0.25). See Figure 9. 

Discussion: 
The High-Support treatment, because of its increase in 
tinkering cost over the Low-Cost treatment, not only greatly 
reduced males’ tinkering, it selectively reduced primarily 
the ineffective type of tinkering. Since it did not affect the 
females’ tinkering behavior, from a tinkering effectiveness 
perspective, this approach appears to be the better of the 
two treatments for both genders, albeit for different reasons. 
Still, the lack of relationship between males’ exploratory 
tinkering and effectiveness suggests that the different types 
of tinkering do not alone explain how males’ tinkering 
related to their debugging effectiveness. 

Reflection  
Research from the education field has shown that when 
students are given “wait-time” of three seconds or more 
after a classroom response, their critical thinking about that 
response improves [19]. To see whether such wait-times 
also apply to end-user debuggers, we likewise define 
pauses as three or more seconds of inactivity after a user 
action. Note that here we consider pauses after any action 
(not just tinkering instances), because every action provides 
feedback. If Rowe’s research applies to our domain, then 
increased pauses between actions should result in increased 
understanding and effectiveness.  

For our analysis, we counted the frequency of pauses. 
Overall, females had significantly more pauses than males, 
with a mean of 220 versus 190 occurrences (ANOVA, 
p<0.05, F[1,74]=4.22, R2=0.05). Thus, males did not take 
the time that might have been used to reflect upon the 
feedback from their actions as often as the females did.  

These pauses mattered. Participants who paused long 
enough to reflect on the system’s responses understood the 
debugging devices better and used features more effectively 
than the other participants. Specifically, for both genders, 

more frequent pauses were predictive of greater 
effectiveness, as measured by bugs fixed (linear regression, 
p<0.05, F=[1,74]=5.36, R2=0.07), final percent testedness 
(linear regression, p<0.01, F=[1,74]=31.3, R2=0.30), and 
understanding of features (linear regression, p<0.01, 
F=[1,74]=14.11, R2=0.16).  

One question that arises is whether the longer the pause the 
better the effect. Our analysis suggests that this is not the 
case: for both genders, longer pauses (which were also tied 
with fewer tinkering instances; linear regression, p<0.05, 
F[1,74]=6.13, R2=0.08) were not helpful. They were 
significantly predictive of a decrease in bugs fixed, percent 
testedness, and understanding (linear regression, bugs fixed: 
p<0.01, F[1,74]=11.85, R2=0.14; percent testedness: 
p<0.01, F[1,74]=37.07, R2=0.33; understanding: p<0.01, 
F[1,74]=11.81, R2=0.14).  

Discussion: 
These results help to shed light on the inverse relationship 
between tinkering and effectiveness for males as compared 
to the positive relationship of tinkering and effectiveness 
for females. Males’ tendency to tinker more appears to be 
useful only when they make regular use of pauses: and in 
our study, their tendency to pause too little may have 
interfered with the benefits of tinkering.  

GENERAL DISCUSSION: TINKERING AND BRICOLAGE 
Although there have been previous studies of gender issues 
in professional programming, education, and research 
careers, it has generally been assumed that the 
programming language and tools themselves are gender 
neutral. This presumption has been carried over into end-
user programming. Some educational computing 
environments (e.g. Alice™ and ToonTalk™) attempt to 
attract girls by including animated female characters, but 
not by changing the language or its features [11, 12].  

An exception to these assumptions is a paper by Turkle and 
Papert [22], who advocate bricolage as an approach to 
programming that is more appropriate to females, and 
should be used to inform the design of educational 
programming environments. They describe bricolage as a 
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Figure 8. This interaction plot (of means only) illustrates the 
gender x treatment interaction in percentage of repeated 

tinkering. 
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“soft” style of working in which programmers adopt a 
flexible, concrete, and non-hierarchical approach, rather 
than a “hard” style of abstract thinking and systematic, 
hierarchical planning. Their account is supported with 
observations of female students taking programming 
courses at Harvard University, who performed better when 
they could build by experimenting, iterating, and adapting 
existing objects and code. A “soft” approach to 
programming can be supported by programming languages 
and environments that are flexible, for example, allowing 
both top-down and bottom-up program development.  

Our use of the term tinkering, like bricolage, describes 
concrete, “soft” activity. Our experiment confirms the value 
of tinkering to females. Having observed the difference in 
tinkering in our two treatments, we see the design of the 
programming environment rather than the style of the 
language as the best way to facilitate productive tinkering.  

Turkle and Papert’s use of the term bricolage expresses a 
philosophy of learning by doing, inspired by anthropologist 
Levi-Strauss, who used the term to describe the intellectual 
style of non-Western cultures [5]. Turkle and Papert treat 
bricolage as gender-neutral, perhaps even a female working 
style. However, in modern French the word is used as a 
synonym for “DIY” (i.e., hobbyist “Do-It-Yourself” 
building or decorating). This is a masculine habit in France, 
as is common usage of the term tinkering in the USA. 
Consider this recent Washington Post article: “Sometimes, 
tinkerers become a consumer electronics maker's unofficial 
research-and-development team…TiVo's most ardent fans 
came up with a way to [send] commands via the 
Internet…Americans have always liked to fiddle with 
things, from building better ham radios to juicing up car 
engines in the driveway” [25]. 

These descriptions of the generic American innovator 
sound depressingly like descriptions of a generic American 
male. If tinkering is a critical aspect for successful end-user 
programming, is it acceptable that it be associated so much 
with the male domain? If we are not careful to define 
tinkering, or bricolage, as the “soft” approach of Turkle and 
Papert, it becomes too easy to alienate and exclude females 
from the advantages of tinkering seen in our research. In 
this paper, we have demonstrated that some tinkering habits 
are counter-productive and that these are more often 
exhibited by males. If we can encourage both females and 
males to avoid such habits, while exploring end-user 
programming tools in a productive way, it should be 
possible to provide genuine benefits for both genders. 

CONCLUSION  
An assumption in much past work on gender differences in 
computing is that males’ behaviors are reasonably well-
matched to today’s problem-solving features in 
environments such as for end-user programming. A further 
assumption is that these environments need to evolve to 
allow females’ behaviors to achieve success at the same 
levels. Our results show, however, that males’ behaviors 

may sometimes be the ones that are not as well-supported 
as the females’ behaviors.  

More specifically, our findings included:  

• As in previous research, males tinkered more than 
females but, surprisingly, males’ tinkering was often 
counterproductive to their effectiveness in debugging. 

• One factor in the above result was the fact that the Low-
Cost treatment led some males to engage in unproductive, 
repeated tinkering, which was linked to poor 
understanding. 

• Although they tinkered less, females’ tinkering was very 
effective: it was significantly tied to understanding and to 
successfully testing and debugging, regardless of 
treatment. However, when tinkering in the more complex 
environment, females’ tinkering was predictive of lower 
self-efficacy. 

• Tinkering with pauses allows for reflection and was 
helpful to everyone, but females were more likely than 
males to pause. 

These results show that tinkering can be a valuable activity 
in end-user debugging, but the prescriptions on how an 
environment should be designed to guide male and female 
tinkering are different. Females should be encouraged to 
tinker because it helps them to be effective, with the 
important caveat that tinkering in a complex environment 
carries a risk of damaging the females’ self-efficacy. In 
contrast to this, males’ self-efficacy did not seem at risk, 
but our results suggest that males need to be guided to 
tinker less repeatedly and more “pausefully.” 
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